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Munger, Bihar
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This impressive dining cum drawing room

made up by teal color on wall and a matched

beautiful wallpaper on another wall. But a

different color on opposite wall highlighted

the shinny laminated TV unit cum storage. The

designing false ceiling in this room throughout

the entrance corridor definitely eye-catching

whoever comes in.





Howrah, West Bengal
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Terracotta is a natural material which has been used

in interior designs for centuries. The word terracotta

translates into “baked earth” which is fired clay that

has been turned into earthenware. In this project

addition of this color palette to every space,

enhanced even the coldest of color things, further

more it was important to keep this strength fashion

contemporary by combining it with elements such as

botanicals and bold prints.





Kolkata, West Bengal
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CREPUSCULE - We named this because the

room gives the mixture vibes of light and

darkness. CREPUSCULE, it’s the synonyms of

twilight. Our client want this room as not much

brighten but also gives the touch of light. We

made this room not brighten but looks

beautiful with afternoon rays as well as

moonlight.



Kanthi, West Bengal
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This room surely impress you when you look at

the false ceiling of this bedroom. Client

requirement of this room a different lighting.

We put the light in false ceiling in shape of

geometric design. The grey color false ceiling

with this lighting, marble color tiles and light

brown laminate furniture reminding the

uniqueness of this room.





Kolkata, West Bengal
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The instantly noticeable fact about this

drawing room is that it has a clear view of the

nature by the open glass window. The design

is straightforward and contemporary with less

furniture, stone floor and off white color more

enhancing by little blocked sun ray by the

window.



Kolkata, West Bengal
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The mid-century modern style of interior design was

popularized during the 1940s, and has yet to leave

the mainstream gaze for good reason. Defined by

clean lines, organic forms, minimal ornamentation,

and high functionality, the style has an undeniably

timeless appeal. The client was looking for some

modern design with a touch of simplicity, which

brought us to opt for this design style.





Digha, West Bengal
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REFLECTER - Shinny weather in Digha as well

as in your room. Client need a much bright

drawing room. We make white color wall,

furniture, false ceiling and some dark touch on

some areas for highlighted. Here sun rays

reflecting on glossy tiles spread out all over

wall pushing room into very brighter part.



Patna, Bihar
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A bedroom is a nice place to be surrounded by

softer color powdery shades makes our mind

feel relaxed. Here a beautiful creeper leaves

texture of behind the bed wall and shade

colored furniture with very simple white

paneled light false ceiling creating and bind up

the peaceful environment.





Digha, West Bengal
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Tuscan interiors feature a rustic, sunbaked look

characterized by crumbling stone patios, simple and

sturdy furnishings with elegant iron accents, textured

wall finishes, elegant, detailed murals and trompe

l'oeil designs. Our client was looking for a rustic

design for his guest house at Digha, so we included

heavy dark wood pieces, stone elements, Warm color

scheme, gold, yellow, stripes pattern, bare windows,

pottery.





Kolkata, West Bengal
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DAZZLING DINING - This drawing and dining

cum kitchen paint by bright white. Here all

chairs are customized according to client. Here

we add a vertical pattern of charcoal through

entire room on false ceiling. Beautiful wooden

laminated TV unit, paneling light on false

ceiling and very shinny floor makes it dazzle.





Kolkata, West Bengal
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Shinny marble finish tiles and matte colored all

furniture, it’s the combination of white and

imperial green. We put here one wardrobe

cum dressing table and a paneling wardrobe of

course reminding the space management. A

beautiful vertical pattern besides the window

and this moderate false ceiling with profile

light enhancing more.





Kolkata, West Bengal 
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SHINING OCEAN - Color of the room is off

white with shining marble floor. We used the

ocean blue color laminate which is glossy on

wardrobe and matte on bed and headrest. The

profile light on entire false ceiling and

diamond cross texture on wall enhancing the

beauty of this simple 10’x12’ room.





Kolkata, West Bengal
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THE FOCUS ROOM - This room is for kids. The

table and upper bookshelf are made by ply

and wooden color laminate. Chair is fully

customized for kids. Here we used a

combination of teal color on wall, white on

ceiling border and the simple false ceiling work

for not much highlighted but gives cool looks

for focus on study.





Jaipur, Rajasthan
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OASIS - This interior of a bar is made by wood

and also wooden laminate that can avoid

excessive sun exposure and heat of Rajasthan.

It can give our eye relaxation just like shadow

of wood or tree in desert. We name it Oasis.





Kanthi, West Bengal
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This is an electronic shop where all showcase,

upper cabinet and also lower cabinet are specially

customized for all electronic accessories and

appliances one by one as per client requirements.

Here fully laminated tables for show up mobiles,

tab etc, managed space for access these by all

customers and spot light for highlighted all these

accessories make the shop attractive.





Kanthi, West Bengal
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2 bhk flat that have drawing cum dining room, a

beautiful modular kitchen a common and attached

toilet with one bedroom. This flat contain a little

balcony. On a tiny space, the beauty has been

preserved through modular design.



Kanthi, West Bengal
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This isometric view of a 3 bhk flat which utilize

the space very smartly as the width of this

space very less. A small modular kitchen cum

dining , 3 bedroom which merging a living

space contain the simplicity.



Kanthi, West Bengal
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3 bhk flat that have drawing cum dining room,

a beautiful modular kitchen a common and

attached toilet with one bedroom. This flat

contain a little balcony.



Gorakhpur, UP
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The isometric view of this 3 bhk house have a

drawing room with puja space as requirement

of client, a separate dining area, standard

modular kitchen area, common and attached

toilet with 2 bedrooms and a personal stair to

access the 1st floor. This house also have a

open car parking.
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